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Four Steps of Imputation

A. Selection of training data and
auxiliary variables for it: There should be
a maximal potentiality of auxiliary variables
with non-missing values or such values
which have been considered as non-
missing (like earlier imputed values or using
missingness codes since a value with a
missingness code is not missing).

C. Choice of criteria for imputation:
There are two types of criteria:
(i) assumptions for deterministic or
stochastic predictability  or
(ii) metrics for nearness.
Typically, such a metrics is based on an
Euclidean distance measure or other
model-external solutions, often using
such auxiliary variables that are not used
in the imputation model. Alternatively, the
metrics can be taken from the model
results so that it can be basically a
pattern of the imputed values of another
imputation approach (possibly adding the
noise term).

D. Imputation task itself: If the
modelled (calculated) values (predicted
with or without noise term) are used as
imputed values, I speak about �model-
donor� methods, whereas if a model
and a metrics has been used to find a
good donor from whom an imputed
value has been borrowed, I speak
about �real-donor� methods. Note that
this technique may be used for finding a
good observed residual (noise term),
too. Note also that the imputation model
(ii) is appropriate only for real-donor
methods.

Do not use such unclear terms as follows:
� The term �random imputation� includes a high number of alternatives, and the better
terms �stochastic vs. deterministic� imputation as well. So, it is difficult to know what an
author means with such imputations.
� Mean imputation is often clear but it is not noticed always what is the model behind it
(a simple regression anyway), and how the mean or the means have been estimated.
� Regression imputation is often guessed what is meant but still its model specification
can vary a lot and a big problem is that regression model can be exploited in a number of
imputation strategies, not only in one or two. In particular, regression model can be a
strategy to construct an appropriate nearness measure that leads toward a near/nearest
neighbor imputation approach.
� Hot deck at general level does not say anything, random hot deck is not either clear. I
propose to stop to use this historical term entirely. I suppose that in most cases hot deck
corresponds to my understandable term real-donor imputation.
� Logit/probit imputation is unclear like regression or whatever model used as
imputation model, since this kind of a binary model can also be used in a number of
imputations; naturally other link functions can be applied too.
� Model imputation is correspondingly strange since a model should have always been
used in imputations, see step B Imputation model.
Instead explain all steps like in the following example:

Me thods  for imputing  happine ss

Dependent
variable

Model Explanatory variables Imputation task
The initial data set first sorted
randomly

Response
indicator

Simple regression Uniformly distributed
random variable

Distribution of observed values
(model-donor as other blue ones)

Response
indicator

Logit regression Gender*Region Isced,
age, age-squared,
lifesatisfaction

Cell based on propensity scores and
equal nearness within these cells for
selecting real-donor

Response
indicator

Logit regression As above Nearest real-donor using propensity
scores

Response
indicator

Complementary
log-log regression

As above Nearest real-donor using propensity
scores

Response
indicator

General linear
model

As above Nearest real-donor using propensity
scores

Happiness General linear
model

As above Nearest real-donor using predicted
values of the model

Happiness General linear
model

As above Distribution of predicted values
based on the observed distribution,
rounded and bounded

Happiness General linear
model

As above Distribution of predicted values
following the observed distribution,
rounded and bounded

Happiness Multinomial
cumlogit model

As above Distribution of predicted values
following the observed distribution

Happiness Multinomial
cumlogit model

As above Nearest real-donor using predicted
values of the model

Real-
donor
methods

Model-
donor
methods

Deterministic Stochastic

Single                                 Single
                                           Multiple

E.g. regression
model with predicted
values (includes
all mean imputations)

E.g. regression
model with predicted
values plus random
noise terms with certain
distribution

SUMMARY with one example
In each cell, there can be different alternatives depending on a model used

E.g. regression
model with predicted
values but used as 
nearness metrics

E.g. regression model with 
predicted values plus noise 
term but used as 
nearness metrics

B. Choice and construction of
imputation model(s): The two alternative
target variables can be applied:
(i) the variable being imputed or
(ii) the missingness indicator of the target
variable(s).
A model for each particular case may be of
a whatever type, thus parametric or non-
parametric, the model may be estimated
from the same data, from other data or
�logically deducted� (function) or following
edit rules  The model should be as well
predictable  as possible. The auxiliary data
in the model may be both internal and
external. The model is often used for
constructing imputation cells.
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The uncertainty
of imputations, 

i.e. an imputation
variance,

should also
be

estimated.


